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By taking the coupling effect into consideration, we study the resonance condition of a photonic wire
microring resonator (PWRR) sensor and compare our results with the previous work. Simulation results
show that the resonant wavelength and sensitivity strongly depend on the coupling strength. The
difference caused by the coupling effect can be up to tens of nanometers for the resonant peak position
and tens of nm/RIU for the sensitivity in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) PWRR. Such a giant inﬂuence from
coupling effect cannot be disregarded and should be considered seriously for the design and application
of PWRRs. It also shows an alternative tuning technique by controlling the coupling strength.
& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Optical-waveguide-based microring resonators are versatile
wavelength-selective elements that can constitute cascading building blocks in large-scale integrated photonic circuits for use as
lasers, add-drop ﬁlters, dispersion compensators and sensors [1–7].
Optical-waveguide-based microring resonator sensors have a lot of
attractive properties including low cost, simple conﬁguration,
robustness, compactness, easy surface chemical modiﬁcations
and high integration capability with electronic and photonic
devices [8]. A basic microring resonator consists of a reentrant
ring-shaped waveguide and a coupling region connecting the ringshaped waveguide to the external circuitry, which usually contains
two adjacent waveguides that are very close to each other.
For most bio/chemical applications, the resonant light circulates
along the ring resonator and an evanescent wave in the ring
waveguide interacts with the analytes surrounding the waveguide.
The cross-section geometry and effective index of the waveguide
would have a strong effect on the sensitivity and a smaller crosssection is preferred because it would allow a higher evanescent
ﬁeld outside the waveguide for sensing. The resonant wavelength
of a resonator is always considered to only depend on the effective
index of the waveguide. However, in previous work on the analysis
and design of resonators, the physical length of the coupling region
is considered as zero and the weak coupling effect in the coupling
region is assumed to make no contribution to the resonance
condition and sensitivity and are always ignored.
Following the rapid development of fabrication technologies
[9–14], low loss subwavelength-diameter photonic wire waveguides
n
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have emerged as an ideal sensor element and attracted more and
more attention. In the past few years, microring resonator sensors
based on various photonic wire waveguides have been widely
implemented, including planar silica/silicon waveguides and even
circular microﬁbers [2,4,6]. Due to the small size and large evanescent
ﬁeld, photonic wire microring resonator (PWRR) sensors offer a lot of
advantages such as extremely compact size, high sensitivity, high
selectivity and low detection limits. In a PWRR, the coupling in the
coupling region can be very strong because of the large evanescent
ﬁeld, sufﬁcient inter-waveguide coupling and relatively long coupling
length. The strong coupling effect is possible to greatly inﬂuence the
resonance condition and sensitivity and should not be ignored.
In this paper, we investigate the resonance condition and
sensitivity by considering the strong coupling effect in a PWRR
sensor. Our analysis and simulation show that the strong coupling
effect makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the resonant peak position
and sensitivity. By tuning the coupling strength, the resonant peak
position can be shifted as far as tens of nanometers and the
sensitivity can be modiﬁed by as large as tens of nm/RIU in a
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) PWRR. It is important and helpful for the
design and applications of PWRR sensors. It also shows an alternative tuning technique by controlling the coupling strength. In this
paper, we do not theoretically investigate the relationship between
Q-factor and the strong coupling effect. Q-factor is related to the loss
of the waveguide. As there is no additional loss caused by the strong
coupling effect, we believe the Q-factor will not decrease obviously.

2. Theory analysis and numerical model
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a typical PWRR which usually
includes a coupling region where two pieces of wire waveguides
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where neff is the effective index, lR is the resonant wavelength,
respectively. The resonant wavelength only depends on the
effective index of the waveguide and is unrelated to the coupling
effect.
However, if width of the waveguide and pitch D between the
two segments is small enough, there will be large evanescent ﬁeld
and strong coupling effect. In order to investigate the resonator
strictly, we take c and w into consideration and by simplifying
Eq. (1) we get
( @A
@z ¼ jMA þ jNB
:
ð5Þ
@B
@z ¼ jMB þ jNA
Here M ¼ wkc=c2 1 and N ¼ kcw=c2 1.
We separate A and B in Eq. (5) and ﬁnd:
8 2
2
2
< @ A2 2 @A
@z jMðM N ÞA ¼ 0
@z
: @2 B2 2 @B jMðM 2 N2 ÞB ¼ 0
@z

and by solving Eq. (6) we get A and B:
(
AðzÞ ¼ C 1 exp½jðM þNÞzC 2 exp½jðMNÞz
Fig. 1. Basic conﬁguration of a PWRR and the cross-section of the coupling region.

are close to each other. We assume L to be the loop length and T
to be the coupling length. The cross-section of the PWRR is also
shown in Fig. 1. We set D to be the pitch between the two
segments in the coupling region, nw, ns and nsur to be the
refractive indices of the waveguide, substrate and environment
(or analyte), respectively.
We start from the coupled mode Eq. [15]:
( dA

þc12 dB
dz
dz
dB
þ c21 dA
dz
dz

þ jw1 A þjk12 B ¼ 0
þ jw2 B þ jk21 A ¼ 0

where
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>
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:
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dz
dB
dz

þjkB ¼ 0
þ jkA ¼ 0

:

ð3Þ

That will lead to a traditional resonance condition [16]:
neff L ¼ mlR

m ¼ 1,2,3. . .

and we get:
8
l2 T þ bLÞ
< C 1 ¼ 2exp½jð1exp½jð
l1 T þ bLÞexp½jðl2 T þ bLÞ
exp½jðl1 T þ bLÞ1
2exp½jðl1 T þ bLÞexp½jðl2 T þ bLÞ

where
(
l1 ¼ M þN

ð4Þ

ð9Þ

:

Thus, we get the values of A and B with different coupling length.
Considering the waveguide loss, the value of A(T) should be
minimum in the resonance condition where T is the coupling
length in our model. Based on that condition we ﬁnd the modiﬁed
resonance condition as:
neff L þ lR ðMT=2pÞ ¼ mlR

1

ð7Þ

The coefﬁcients C1 and C2 can be calculated by considering the
boundary conditions:
(
Að0Þ ¼ 1
ð8Þ
Bð0Þ ¼ BðTÞexpðjbLÞ

l2 ¼ MN

and the pair of p and q are either (p, q)¼(1, 2) or (2, 1). A and B are
the electromagnetic ﬁeld amplitudes of the two segments. N and
Np are the refractive index distribution of the entire coupled
segments and each segment, Ep and Hp (p¼ 1, 2) are the electric
and magnetic ﬁeld of the eigen modes in each segment before
mode coupling, k is the coupling coefﬁcient of the resonator,
c describes the individual waveguide mode overlap and is called
the butt coupling coefﬁcient, w represents the perturbation to the
electromagnetic ﬁeld distributions caused by the adjacent waveguide. We assume the two segments to be identical and we have
some simpliﬁcations: k12 ¼ k21 ¼ k, c12 ¼c21 ¼c and w1 ¼ w2 ¼ w.
In previous work, c and w are very small and often assumed to
be zero, the physical length of the coupling region is also
considered as zero, and then, the coupled mode equation is
simpliﬁed as
( dA

BðzÞ ¼ C 1 exp½jðM þ NÞz þC 2 exp½jðMNÞz

: C2 ¼
ð1Þ

ð6Þ

@z

m ¼ 1,2,3. . .

ð10Þ

Compared with the previous one, the coupling effect is included in
the resonance condition with an added modiﬁed item lR (MT/2p). So
next we calculate the values of M to evaluate the importance of the
coupling effect.

3. Simulation results
In our simulation, a full vector ﬁnite element method is used
to calculate the distribution of the electromagnetic ﬁeld of one
waveguide and then, we use Matlab to calculate the coupling
effect of the resonator based on the equations we mentioned
above. We consider one proto typical system: a PWRR based on
rectangular 1 to  1.5 aspect ratio embedded SOI waveguides.
However, our theory and results are also suitable for other PWRRs
such as microﬁber resonators.
All the simulations are based on the fundamental mode and
the high order modes are not taken into consideration because
the coupling effect makes a signiﬁcant inﬂuence when the size
of the waveguide is relatively small and for those parameters, the
waveguide is usually single-mode. We calculate a long range of
the structure parameters to observe how the coupling effect
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Fig. 2. The calculated (a) k, (b) c, (c) w and (d) M proﬁles of a resonator with different widthWand different pitch D.

changes with the increase of the waveguide size. Besides, we
believe taking the high order modes into account will lead to
similar results.
We calculate the values of k, c, w and M with different width W
and pitch D in Fig. 2. Here we assume nsur ¼1.34 for water. As we
set W¼1.5 H, they increase by the same ratio. According to our
simulation results, the values of k, c and w decrease as width
increases from 350 nm to 620 nm. This is because the intensity of
the evanescent ﬁeld decays with the increase of the waveguide
size. As we have mentioned above, the values of c and w are often
assumed to be zero and that will lead to M ¼0, according to
M ¼ wkc=c2 1. However, as we can see from Fig. 2(c), the
values of M can be as large as  564 mm  1 for W¼ 353 nm and
D ¼1.2 W. Thus, the strong coupling effect cannot be ignored
especially when the structure parameters of the waveguide are
relatively small.
As the resonance condition is modiﬁed as: neffLþ lR(MT/
2p)¼ mlR. Compared with the previous one (neffL¼mlR), the
resonant wavelength is modiﬁed to DlR ¼ lR ðM=bÞa, which is
the inﬂuence of the coupling effect. In addition, it also leads to the
resonant peak position difference between the traditional formula
and our theory. Here a ¼T/L (0 o a r1) is the ratio of coupling
length to ring length. In a planar PWRR, the common value
range is 0o a r0.25, but it is also possible that a 40.25. In an
all-coupling microﬁber coil resonator, a ¼1.
For weak coupling, the values of c and w are very small and the
values of M are close to zero according to M ¼ wkc=c2 1. Then,
DlR approaches zero as it is proportional to M. For strong coupling,
we calculate the values of c and w and get M and DlR according to
the equations mentioned above. In Fig. 3 we plot the values of DlR
at different W and D. As the size of the waveguide becomes smaller,
the coupling-effect contribution to resonant wavelength DlR gets
larger and if a ¼0.2 (a ¼1) the resonant peak position difference can
be as large as 20.6 nm (103 nm) at W¼353 nm and D¼1.2 W.
Such a large difference means that the coupling greatly inﬂuences
the resonant peak position and should be taken into account when
designing and analyzing a PWRR. It also shows a possible method to
tune the resonant wavelength by the control of pitch D.
The sensitivity of a PWRR is usually deﬁned by the shift of the
resonant wavelength as a function of the refractive index change

Fig. 3. The calculated DlR proﬁles of a PWRR with different width W and different
pitch D.

of the surrounding medium
S¼

@lR
@nsur

ð11Þ

According to the resonance condition neffL þ lR(MT/2p)¼mlR, we
get from the coupled mode equation, we have
S¼

@lR
¼ Sn þ Sk
@nsur

where
8
eff
< Sn ¼ 2bp @n
@nE
@M
: Sk ¼ a bl @nE

ð12Þ

ð13Þ

Sn and Sk are the contributions of the evanescent ﬁeld and the
coupling effect, respectively.
In traditional theory of previous literature, only Sn is considered. We plot Sn and Sk proﬁles at different parameters in Fig. 4.
Here we assume nsur ¼1.34. We can see from Fig. 4(a) and (b) that
with the increase of the waveguide size, Sk and Sn both drop. This
is because the intensity of the evanescent ﬁeld and the coupling
between the two segments both decay. However, if the waveguide size is small enough, the values of Sk make a relatively high
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show that the resonant wavelength and sensitivity strongly
depend on the coupling effect, which is always disregarded in
previous work. In a typical SOI PWRR, the contribution and
inﬂuence can be as high as tens of nanometers on the resonant
wavelength and tens of nm/RIU on the sensitivity, respectively.
Our calculation shows that such a giant inﬂuence from coupling
effect cannot be disregarded and should be considered seriously
for the design and application of PWRRs. In addition, future work
can also focus on ﬁnding such a structure where Sn and Sk have
different signs and in that case the resonator can be immune to
external perturbations.
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